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The Organ of the Cambridge Hash House Harriers

On in:

Welcome from the
-

Edithare
And so here we are again and for some reason I was volunteered to do the Christmas Herald for the second
year running. What is it with you people – don’t you ever learn? But what am I saying, of course you don’t,
you’re hashers and usually too pissed to remember even your own names.
I hope you enjoy this month’s Herald and if not then perhaps I’ll be able to get out of doing it next
December.

Merry ON ON Christmas

Strap On

DON’T FORGET!!!
The Christmas run is on Sunday 14th December at the
Emperor.

Run 1880 - Black Bull Brampton
Hare – Wimp
Scribe – Fit But Dim
The first R*n under the control of the new committee, what more can I say other than “it can only improve
or let them resign now”. It may be a very long reign!!
The GM was there well in advance of the other Hashers, strutting his stuff and showing us the “convincer”.
I can honestly say I will not need to be told twice to shut up, I am sure the bits in the bottle were alive or at
least they were some small medical particles from the Ebola disease. Be it on your own heads if you
disagree with the GM.
I would like to thank Wimp for laying the trail TWICE, yes twice. Note to anyone else who may be laying
trails when the weather is not going to be favourable. Laying it the night before then listening to the rain
fall heavily in the early hours is not a good sign that the trail/ flour will still be there in the morning. School
boy error Wimp, always remember the 6P’s: Planning and Preparation Prevents Piss Poor Performance.
The circle commence at 1100hr (11am) with Virgins being introduced (Maddy and Abbey) and re-visitors
welcomed. The turnout of regular hashers was second to none (think that might have been because of the
new committee and the convincer??) “Wimp” explained the trail and the signs, he just forgot to tell us
that we would encounter double marked check points, which confused the FRB’s slightly or should I say Fit
But Dim (1 foot on each check to ensure a down down wasn’t received for not holding check). We were
informed that we would be having a beer stop on route and who could have imagined the spread we
would see: beer, ale, sweets and biscuits that was on offer, you can tell Christmas is just round the corner
as we were able to tuck into a tub of roses chocolates as well. Thank you.
The trail was well laid with plenty of: false trails, turn backs and check backs, again this did catch the FRB’s
hence the extra miles they seem to cover per weekend. Keep it up you trail layers. The walkers enjoyed
their walk and we can thank El Rave for keeping them on the right track with the use of his OS Map. The
trail led us though open countryside to nature areas of woodland and lakes. Great views were observed by
all. We even had a couple of new FRB’s or do we call them SCB: Yes Ferret and Mole were holding checks
left right and centre and then reappearing well in advance of the pack to hold more check points. Excellent
navigation, guys. As previously stated the Beer stop was welcomed by all and I don’t think there was a
spare chocolate or biscuit in sight. Then it was a quick stroll back to the car park and a change of clothes
prior to experiencing the free chips and hospitality of the pub.
RA Moroccan Mole, Dealt out his Down Downs with precious precision:
Babysham received one for being a bad dog walker, collecting her dogs Poo in her Poo bag then just
flinging in into the countryside. Naughty Naughty
Beerstop received one for being navigational embarrassed at the start of the trail, Wimp explains On On is
Right, Beerstop goes left. Never mind I’m bringing a pen to mark L and R on your hands for the next trail.

Fit But Dim received a down down for the most gayest on on direction ever pointed out. I’ve got to
learn………
Woody Hollow received a down down for child abuse. Poking and hurting the knee of Just give me one at
the beer stop.
Flasher received one for being the oldest Hasher of the group at 78, well done and we expect to see
receiving many more down downs for the future..
Fanny Rat due to wearing very offensive blue coloured top and bottoms had a down down, and so well
deserved as I am sure the fashion police will now be on his tail.
Babychamp received a tanker, engraved for reaching her 100th run, Well done, it doesn’t matter if you
started hashing when you were 9.
Pugwash even received one for not being able to read the time on a normal clock with hands, please
someone give him a digital clock, or at least get the square clock he has got and place it the right way up.
Due to the Grand Mattress being away on another jolly I expect, (1st R*N of her year long stint on the
committee and she was elsewhere) Woody Hollow took the stand and stood in and did an excellent job
(have to say that don’t i? Otherwise my dinner will be in the dog) issued her down downs They were too
the following:
Paris and his girlfriend for using PDA throughout the R*N, everywhere you looked in fact, wood’s, along
the side of the lakes, tracks anywhere really they could hold hands run in the grass naked and smooch.
Unfortunately for Woody Hollow, Paris and said girlfriend had left so as a stand in was required, up
jumped Daffadilldo to assist Woody Hollow in her own nominated down down.
Wimp received another drink for animal cruelty, we observed he obviously doesn’t feed Sam (his dog) as
all Sam wanted to do was eat the flour.
Potty was awarded a Down Down for not observing the countryside or the trail, he was more excited after
finding a £1 coin at the beginning of the trial that he spent the next hour trying to find more money… Next
round is on you Potty.
Our two Virgins received a down down, they were “Just Maddy “and “Just Abbey” friends of just give me
one. Also by attending today they dropped the average age of the CHHH to, oh around 50. Hope to see
them again.
I would final like to say a big well done to the new committee what a start to our year. Well done.

On On
Fit But Dim

Memories

Cambridge HHH Xmas Party 2013 – Police Evidence Photo 013

Run 1883 – Little Rose, Haslingfield
Hare – Shamcock and U-Bend
Scribe - Slaphead
The heavy rain subsided just before the run began. Another tick for the RA.
Duncan Disorderly was dressed as a killer banana for a belated Halloween. Benghazi seemingly didn't
notice.
Hangover Blues, Muff Diver and Cruella arrived a bit late having warmed up by doing a 10Km run.
Nice run around the Trumpington estate to a RG (Ron Garbarini, Regroup or Right Git) take your pick. Fitbut-dim take note.
Super port stop for the walkers as most runners didn't make it. Run ended through a pretty bit within the
village bounds.
Circle included the song by Spicy Bear.
Benji met a Bear,
the Bear met Benji
the Bear ate Benji,
now Benji's in the Bear.
This is to be sung as a round a lay and is the hash entry for the next European Song Contest.
Down downs :





Hares.
Paparazzi for 300 Runs.
Bear for 800 Runs.
Antar on behalf of his son, Bens birthday.

I am pleased to say we finished a couple barrels at the pub.

On On
Slaphead

Run 1879 – Tillage Hall Waterbeach
(AGPU)
Hare – Rear Admiral and Cruella de Hash
Scribe – Fit But Dim
Dress code – Golfing attire
So what is the AGPU? It is the final r*n and the end of a year’s hard work for the old committee (thank
goodness they all say). It is also the naming of the fourth coming committee for the Hash year 2014 –
2015. I’ll get to the naming at the end of this write up.
So to the R*N. Tillage (not village) Hall Waterbeach . We all started to arrive around half past ten to be
met by the two hares, Saying Cruella was not the most dashing golfer in his Amazon attire would have
been an understatement, and he certainly did look the part. Rear Admiral was buzzing around offering us
all a quick nip or three prior to the R*N and circle, and ensuring that we were fully briefed up on the day’s
events and the food.
The circle was called and I am afraid to say Cruella’s spot as best dressed golfer was blown out of the water
by Rear Admiral’s partner arriving and wearing what I can only describe as a very small lady golfer’s
clothing (size 0) which includes a small skirt not covering much and tight top. He had bought it for Rear
Admiral but she point blankly refused to wear it, I don’t know why??. There were a number of Hashers
that hadn’t been seen for a while and also some visitors which was nice to see and meet. The hares
explained the signs and that they would be a couple of SHOT stops on route to ensure we all stayed
together. Cruella also explained that they was a chance for everyone to pick up some bonus prizes during
the R*N by collecting small plastic balls with numbers printed on them.
The R*N took us around and through Waterbeach and through the nature reserve. Plenty of turn back’s,
check backs for the FRB’s to get a bit more sweaty and knackered. The beer stops or should I say SHOT
stops were a nice change, Baileys Cream and Whiskey. lovely, and yes it did what was expected, it brought
the group together prior to setting off for the next part. I believe it was because the drinks were so lovely
that no one wanted the stop to finish (point for the next committee, more drink stops with longer time,
less Running) .
The R*N was completed with a mad bunch of hashers running across the sports pitches were the Football
Sunday league was competing with players, parents, and fans. All wondering what the hell was happening.
We all went straight to the Tillage (not village) Hall to quickly change and head for our end of R*N circle
prior to the circle for the AGPU.
Plenty of Down Downs were consumed in the first circle with the RA making sure his final circle was one
that wasn’t going to be forgotten. Ice blocks came out with a number of Hashers bare arse’s getting frost
bite for what hopefully will be the last sighting of those second hand ice blocks for a while. We had our
first complaint. Yes complaint from a civilian Non-Hasher (Boring git) who had to complain about our nonabusive songs.. Civilians just don’t know how to have fun, unless they are hashers themselves.

It was then time for food, Thai curry, rice, pasta, salad, bread and of course more beer, beer and beer.
Excellent food thanks.
So it was now the naming and resigning of the new and old committee with plenty more beer to down
down. So it was a Good bye to the following:
Ferret GM, Debonaire Grand Mattress, Cruella & Rear Admiral as Joint Masters, Checkpoint & Cinamon
Bear as Joint Mattresses, Daffodildo RA, El Rave and B@stard as Edit hares, Debonaire as Harberdash,
Kinky as Hash Horn.
So to the new committee:
GM: Big Blouse, Grand mattress: Cinamon Bear, Joint maters: Daffi and Fit but Dim, Joint Mattresses;
Doggy Style and Woody Hollow, RA Moroccan Mole, Virger: Fit but Dim, Edit hare: Toed Bedsores,
Haberdash No 2: Benghazi, Hash Horn No 2: Fit but Dim
Unfortunately a number of committee members have had to re-show and have volunteered to continue
gaining experience in the following committee positions:
Hare Raiser is still Doggy Style, Web Master stays as El Rave, Hash Cash is our faithful While your down
there, Hash Stats stays as Pedro, Beer Master continues to be Benghazi with his apprentice as
Mothutucker, Song Master is still the silver tongue of B@stard, Haberdash Slaphead continues to rob us
blind but does now have a number 2. Muff Diver stays as hash horn apparently he has the puff to do
another year, and of course the Hash flash team of Paparazzi and Pedro continue to flash those shots for
the fourth coming year.
The GM, RA and the rest of the committee have done an excellent job this year, and I’ve only been a
hasher since Feb, what an amazing few months I’ve had, so I hope everyone else has had the same fun,
and we look forward to the fourth coming year’s.

CH3
CHRISTMAS
PARTY
SUNDAY DECEMBER 14TH

THE EMPEROR
21 HILLS ROAD, CAMBRIDGE
A CHANCE TO WEAR YOUR SANTA SUITS
NUMEROUS DRINKS STOPS, CAROL SINGING,

Names and money to
Hash Cash to guarantee your place

Run 1885 - Kings Head Ridgewell
Hare – Mad Monk and Frazier
Scribe – Haven’t Got One
Unaccustomed as am I to providing a run write up within at least 6 months of the said trail, I thought I was never going
to be asked to do one again! At least that was my plan. Obviously BIG BLOUSE was oblivious of my previous
attempts to get excluded from ever being asked again! For what it’s worth here is the write up….
The majority of the CAMBIDGE Hash House Harriers were forced to travel through CAMBRIDGESHIRE via
SUFFOLK before arriving at our destination in ESSEX. The venue was however well worth the journey, al lovely pub,
friendly landlords and the prospect of a virgin trail. The Mad Monk arrived moments before the 11am circle looking
pretty dishevelled, wet, muddy and generally covered in dust, this gave the eagle eyed hasher an indication of what
was to follow…. Was there more dust on the MONK than there was on the trail?
This was the impression of certain HASH members who either turned up late, short cut or forgot the first rule….. Never
lose sight of the pack.
Your scribe completely forgot his task and only started to mentally note down the events after the shock of getting up
to anything like running speed with a hangover had passed. We therefore pick up the story of the trail part way
through… Shiggy Shiggy and more Shiggy, glorious Shiggy aplenty! The MONK and FRAZIRE certainly gave us a
treat. Apparently it took 9 recognisance visits to perfect the route. Oh what it must be like to be retired! The trail took
us through woodland, disused railway embankments, river crossings and a two-time view of the back of a gypsy
campsite. This was achieved through a cunning use of an ingenious loop of the trail for the front-runners.
JETSTREAM felt there was too much tarmac but had to admit that it feels longer when you walk rather than r*n. Back
at the pub there were two open fires ready to greet the pack and a fine selection of beers. BASTARD still complained
(no surprise there) that all the beers were crap! His mood changed after sampling the scribes Adnams hopped larger
and deciding there was at least one decent beer. Back at the bar THE BEAR ran amok taking down most of the dried
hops strung up above our HEADS.
There was much rejoicing when the circle was called but not as much as when “on the piss” was announced. The RA
got a bye for the bad weather as ESSEX is outside his jurisdiction, however the use of a down down app on HIS smart
phone was duly noted and much piss was taken. Down downs were awarded for the virgins and retardees per
regulations. THE EARL drank out of the RA’s cock, PUGWASH rested on his wood in the wood store. PONGO
decided the gravel was not as comfortable as the flowerbeds for standing around took shelter from the rain in the

